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Abstract We derive the free boundary conditions and associated strong form of 
a shallow Kirchhoff shell model based on the intrinsic geometry me
thods of Michael Delfour and Jean-Paul Zolesio. Manipulations with 
the model result in a cleaner form where the displacement of the shell 
and shell boundary is written explicitly in terms of standard tangential 
operators. 

1. Introduction 

A wide variety of engineering and applied mathematics problems can 
be modeled in the context of thin shells. Many problems involve issues 
such as, for example, boundary feedback control, for which sophisticated 
mathematical analyses have been developed in the analogous plate case. 
The difficulty with adapting these techniques to classical shell models is 
one motivating factor driving the development of new modeling schemes. 

The technique proposed by Michel Delfour and Jean-Paul Zolesio [6J, 
[7], and used here, takes advantage of the intrinsic geometric proper
ties of the shell. The model used here was introduced in [5J where the 
Kirchhoff hypothesis and shallowness assumption were used. We here 
continue our previous work on the model by deriving the free boun-
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dary conditions and associated strong from of a Kirchoff-type model 
presented in the language of the intrinsic geometry of Delfour and Zolesio 
[8], [6]. The free boundary conditions are very important from both a 
physical and a control point of view. These are the natural (Neumann
type) boundary conditions and correspond to the actions of bending 
moments and shear forces. One can apply forces and torques through 
these moments in order to control and stabilize the vibrating body. This 
has been studied extensively in the case of plates [13] , [14]. 

Classical shell modeling is a subject well covered in many books, so 
here we will mention only results which are related to the work at hand. 
The method of integrating over thickness to derive an equation for the 
mid-surface of a plate or shell was pioneered by Kirchhoff [10] and Love 
[16]; and developed and improved by Koiter[ll]' [12]. The important 
works of Bernadou, Boisserie, Ciarlet, Miara [1], [2], [3], [4] and oth
ers analyzed Koiter's model in detail and established ellipticity of the 
strain energy, convergence and error estimates allowing application of 
conforming and non-conforming finite element methods. However, the 
appearance of variable coefficients in the principal part of the operator 
(a necessary feature of shell models) often makes theoretical analysis 
difficult, especially from the point of view of stabilization and control. 
Thus, shell models based on more geometrical arguments are currently 
being proposed to circumvent these problems. 

The technique proposed by Michel Delfour and Jean-Paul Zolesio [6], 
[7], [8] (and used here) takes advantage of the intrinsic geometric pro
perties of the shell. Here, the shell is described in terms of tangential 
differential operators which are defined by means of the oriented boun
dary distance function in ]R3. Sobolev spaces, Green's formula, and 
key inequalities such as Poincare and Korn's inequalities are all well
defined. Delfour and Zolesio have constructed models under a variety of 
assumptions. The model developed in this paper was introduced in [5] 
where the Kirchhoff hypothesis and shallowness criterion were used. 

This paper expands the shell model introduced in [5] by formulating 
the associated 'free' boundary conditions. Though this model was used 
quite successfully for an application involving uniform stability of a 
structural acoustic model, clearly we assumed a fully clamped shell 
boundary in the derivation. In contrast, in this work we assume that 
the shell is only clamped on a portion of the boundary, and free on the 
rest. The assumption that the shell is partially clamped is necessary 
to conclude that the elastic energy is still, in fact, coercive. In order 
to derive the boundary conditions we explicitly calculate the integrals 
over the boundary using the appropriate form of Green's formula. The 
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final result is presented in terms of standard tangential operators, with 
coupling and lower-order terms separated in a condensed way. 

2. Intrinsic Geometric Modeling 

We here include a brief discussion of the oriented distance function 
and the intrinsic geometric methods of Delfour and ZoIesio. The reader 
is referred to [8], [6] for a definitive exposition on this topic. Consider a 
domain 0 C ]R3 whose nonempty boundary 80 is a C3 two-dimensional 
submanifold of ]R3. Define the oriented (or signed) distance function to 
o as 

(1) 

where d is the Euclidean distance from the point x to the domain O. 
In other words, b(x) is simply the positive or negative distance to the 
boundary 80, depending on if we are outside or inside the domain O. 
It can be shown that for every x E 80, there exists a neighborhood 
where the function 'Vb = 1/, the unit outward external normal to 80 
[6]. Consider a subset r 80 which will eventually become the mid
surface of our shell. We define the projection p(x) of a point x onto r 
as p(x) = x - b(x)'Vb(x). Then, we define a shell Sh of thickness h as 

Sh(r) == {x E]R3 : p(x) E r, Ib(x)1 < h/2} (2) 

Let Y == 8r denote the boundary of r. and (X, z) be the natural 
curvilinear coordinate system induced on the shell Sh, where the co
ordinate vector X gives the position of a point on the mid-surface r, 
and Z E (- gives the vertical (normal) distance from the mid
surface. Using this notation, we also define the "flow mapping" Tz(X) 
as Tz(X) = X + z'Vb(X) for all X and z in Sh. This allows us to recon
struct the action at a given height z of the shell, once we know the action 
of the midsurface r. Define as rz the surface TAr) at the 'altitude' z. 

Then, one can also describe the shell Sh as Sh = z. The curva
tures of the shell will be denoted Hand K. These can be reconstructed 
from the boundary distance function b( x) by noting that at any point 
(X, z), the matrix D2b has eigenvalues 0, '\1, '\2. The curvatures are 
then given by tr (D2b) = 2H = '\1 +'\2 and K = '\1'\2. 

Next, we mention briefly some useful aspects of the tangential diffe
rential calculus. Given f E C 1(r), we define the tangential gradient 'Vr 
of the scalar function f by means of the projection as 

'Vr f == 'V (I 0 p)(x)lr (3) 

This notion of the tangential gradient is equivalent to the classical defini
tion using an extension F of f in the neighborhood of r, i.e. 
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'\1 r f = '\1 Fir - 1/ [6]. Following the same idea we can define the 
tangential Jacobian matrix of a vector function v E C1(r)3 as 

the tangential divergence as divr v == div( v 0 p) Ir, the Hessian D'ff 
of f E C2(r) as D'ff = Dr('\1r j), the Laplace-Beltrami operator of 
f E C2(r) as ..6.r f == divr ('\1r f) = ..6.(f 0 P)lr' the tangential linear 
strain tensor of elasticity as c:r(v) == (Drv + *Drv) = c: (v 0 p) Ir, 
and the tangential vectorial divergence of a second-order tensor A as 
divrA == div(AoP)lr = divrAi. Using the definitions given in section 
(2) one can derive Green's formula in the tangential calculus [6]: 

where 1/ is the outward unit normal to the curve Y. Finally, from [6, 8] 
we have that 

('\1rw, '\1b) = 0, Drv'\1b = ° (5) 

by definition for any scalar wand vector v. In addition, if we consider 
a purely tangent vector v = Vr, i.e. (vr, '\1b) = 0, we can take the 
tangential gradient of both sides of this expression and derive 

(6) 

In this case the first term of equation (4) is also zero. We shall note 
Iwls,r == IwIH8(r) and (u,v)r == Jruvdr where (.,.) denotes the scalar 
product of two vectors. Throughout this paper the conventions of [9] 
concerning tensors are used. 

Hypothesis 2.1 The following assumptions are imposed on the shell 
Sh with midsurface r. 

(i) The shell is assumed to be made of an isotropic and homogeneous 
material, so that the Lame coefficients A > ° and f-l > ° are con
stant. 

(ii) The thickness h of the shell is small enough to accommodate the 
curvatures Hand K, i. e. the product of the thickness by the curva
tures is small as compared to 1. As a consequence we shall drop 
terms of order equal or greater than 2 in the series expansions 
with respect to the radial variable. This also implies that j(z) = 
det(DTz ) = det(I - zD2b) = 1. 
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(iii) (Kirchhoff Hypothesis) Let T be a transformation of the shell Sh) 
and let e = (er, w) be the corresponding transformation of the mid
surface. In the classical thin plate theory named after Kirchhoff, 
the displacement vectors T and e 0 p are related by the hypothesis 
that the filaments of the plate initially perpendicular to the middle 
surface remain straight and perpendicular to the deformed surface) 
and undergo neither contraction nor extension. We may generalize 
this hypothesis to the case of a shell using the intrinsic geometry) 
yielding T = eo p - b (* Droe 'Vb) 0 p 

(iv) We will assume the boundary Y consists of two open connected 
regions Yo and Y 1) with Y = YoU Y 1 and 0 = Yon Y 1 . We will 
clamp the shell on Yo) and allow Y 1 to be free. Y 1 may be empty) 
in which case we recover the result of [5J. 

We denote by e the transformation of the shell mid-surface and by er 
and en the tangential and normal components of e in local coordinates. 
We define w to be the magnitude of the normal displacement. 

w = (e, 'Vb), en = w'Vb, er = e - en (7) 

Here we list the following definitions and properties derived in [5J: 

Lemma 1 The following strain-displacement relation holds for a shell 
modeled in the intrinsic geometry under Hypothesis 2.1 (i)-(iii). 

c(T) = (cr(er) + wD2b + Vrer) 0 P 

- b (-cr(D2ber) + Crer + Srw + Grw + w(D2b)2) 0 p (8) 

where cr is the tangential linear strain tensor of elasticity and Cr, Vr, 
Gr, and Sr are defined by 

1 
Cru = -(D2b * Dru + Dru D 2b) (9a) 

2 
1 

Vr u = "2((D2b u) ® 'Vb + 'Vb ® (D2b u)) (9b) 

Grw 
1 
"2 (('Vb ® 'Vrw)D2b + D 2b('Vrw ® 'Vb)) (9c) 

1 
Srw -(Dfw + * DfW) (9d) 

2 

Cr and Vr are 1st-order and O-order operators, respectively, that in 
practice operate on a tangential vector u. Gr is a first-order operator, 
and Sr is the symmetrization of the Hessian matrix of a scalar function 
w (the Hessian matrix is not symmetric in the tangential calculus [6]). 
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3. Weak form of the model 

The elastic energy Ep and kinetic energy Ek of the shell under Hy
pothesis 2.1 were derived in [5J. The coefficient of rotational inertia is 

denoted "I = 

V = { e E [Hl(r)]2 x H2(r) I er = w = :1/ W = 0 on Yo} (10) 

We wish to define the weak form of the model in terms of two symmetric 
bilinear forms, m( e, e) and a( e, e). 

Theorem 2 (Weak form of the model) The displacement of the 
midsurface of the shell e satisfies the following equality: 

10T [-m(Ote, ote) + a(e, e)J dt = 0 (11) 

for all test functions e E V, with m( e, e) and a( e, e) given by 

- m(e, e)= - p[2(er, er )r+2'Y«D2b)er, (D 2b)er )r-'Y('Vrw, (D2b)er)r 

- 'Y«D2b)er, 'Vrw)r + 2(w, w)r + 2'Y('Vrw, 'Vrw)r] (12) 

a(e, e) = + 4p,'Y(w, tr (Srw(D2b)2»r 

+ 4p,'Y(tr (Srw(D2b?), w)r + 4A(Hw, divr er)r 

+ 4A(divr er, Hw)r + 4p,(w, tr (cr(er) D2b»r 

- 4p,'Y(tr (D3b er(D2b?) , w)r + 4p,(tr (cr(er) D2b), w)r 

+ 2( Aw, AW)r + 2A'Y( divr(D2b er), divr(D2b er»r 

- 2p,(D2b er, D2b er )r-2A'Y(divr(D2ber), tr (Crer »r 

- 2A'Y(tr (Crer), divr(D2b er) )r+2A'Y(tr (Crer), tr (Crer»r 

- 2A'Y(tr (D3b er), - tr (D3ber »r 

- 2A'Y«4H2_2K)w, tr (D3b er »r-2A'Y(tr (D3ber), (4H2-2K)w)r 

+ 2A(divr er, divr er)r + 2A'Y«4H2 - 2K)w, 

+ (4H2 - 2K)w)r - 4p,'Y(w, tr (D3ber(D2b)2»r 

-4p,'Y k tr(cr(D2ber)Srw)+4p, k tr(cr(er)cr(er» 

+ 4p,'Y k tr (cr(D2ber)cr(D2ber» + 4p,'Y k tr (Crer Crer ) 

- 4p,'Y 1r tr (Crer cr(D2b er» - 4p,'Y 1r tr (cr(D2b er) Crer ) 
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+ 4fLJ 1r tr ( Crer Srw) + 4fLJ 1r tr (Srw Crer) 

+4fLJ 1r tr«Srw+Grw)(Srw+Grw))-4fLJ 1r tr(Srwcr(D2ber)) 

(13) 

Proof. Let us consider a final time r. Among all kinematically admissi
ble displacements, the actual motion of the shell will make stationary the 
Lagrangian £(e) = I; Ek(e)-Ep(e). We consider the Gateaux-derivative 
in a direction e, 

".r 8£(e+ee)1 =0 
ve, 8e 

0=0 
(14) 

with e(O) = 8t e(0) = e(r) = 8te(r) = O. Simplifying and using and 
using various properties of the operators defined in (9) gives a( e, e) in 
the required form. The constant k, (a positive real number which de
pends on the curvature, the Lame coefficients, and the rotational inertia 
coefficient) . is defined by 

k, = 4H2).. + (8H2 - 4K)fL + J«4H2 - 2K)2).. 

+ 2(16H2 - 16H2 K + 2K2)fL) > 0 

• 
Proposition 3 (Ellipticity of the strain operator) The bilinear 
form a(e, e) defined in (13) is elliptic on V where the space V is defined 
by (10). 

Proof. It is shown in [5J that the strain tensor presented in (8) is 
identical to the Koiter shell model with 'modified' change of curvature 
tensor. Thus, as long as the shell is clamped on part of the boundary, 
the proof of Proposition 3 follows directly from the work of Bernadou 
and Ciarlet[3J (see also [4], and [lJ pp. 23-30). • 

Proposition 4 (Existence, uniqueness of weak solutions) Let r 
be a bounded open set with boundary T as previously described. Then 
there exists a unique solution e E C([O, (0); V) to the problem (11), with 
the space V given by (10). 

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 3 and the Lax
Milgram theorem. • 
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4. Strong form of the model . 

Here we wish to integrate the symmetric bilinear forms given in Theo
rem 2 in order to derive a strong form of the model and the associated 
boundary conditions on the free part of the boundary Y 1. Essentially, 
we wish to define two operators, M-y and A, so that M-y corresponds to 
the kinetic energy of the model and A to the potential energy. Integra
tion will give the strong form of M-y, A. In [5] this calculation is done 
assuming a test function e which is identically zero on the boundary Y, 
as a shell with fully clamped boundary was considered. By contrast here 
we consider a shell which is clamped on only part of the boundary, Yo, 
and is free on Y 1. 

Theorem 5 (Strong form of the model) Define the following ope
rator C acting on a matrix A: 

C(A) = A tr (A) 1+ 2J1A (15) 

the expression X 
(16) 

and the parameter f3 = (A + 2J1)-1. Then, e E C([O, (0); V) satisfies the 
following system of shell equations which holds on r x (0, (0): 

8ttw - 'Yf:lr8ttw + f:lr 2w + divr(D2b 8tter) + PI (er) + Ql (w) = 0 

(I + 'Y(D2b)2)8tter - f3b- 1 divr C(cr(er» + D2b divr C(X) 

- divr(D2bC(X»]- + P2(W) + Q2(er) = 0 

where PI denotes coupling terms and Q1 denotes lower order terms in 
the plate equation; and P2, Q2 in the wave equation: 

PI (er) = f3[2AH "1-1 divr er + 2J1'Y-1 tr (D 2b cr( er» 

+2J1 divr divr(X) + 4J1H tr (D3ber D 2b) 

-Af:lr (2VrH, er) - A(4H2 - 2K) (2VrH, erX17a) 

-2J1 «(D2b)2 .. D3b, er) 

Ql(W) f3[k-yw + 4J1divr((D2b)2Vrw) + A!:J.r((4H2 - 2K)w) 

+2J1 divr divr( (D2b )2w) + A( 4H2 - 2K)!:J.rw 

+2J1 divr(KVrw)] + 2J1 tr (Srw(D2b)2) 

+4J1H tr ((D2b )3w) (17b) 
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P2(W) = ,6[-2>,,),-1V'r(Hw) + 2J.L,),-1 divr(w D2b) 

+>.2V'rH(b:.rw-(4H2_2K)w)-2J.L(D2b)2 .. D3bw] 
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-2J.Ldivr(D2bSr w) + 2J.LD2b divr(Srw) (17c) 

(17d) 

the following free boundary conditions on Y 1 X (0,00): 

«(>.,6V'r tr (D3b er) +4J.L,6(D2b )2V'rw + 2J.L,6KV'rw - V'r(b:.rw), V) 
+(,),(D2b8tter - 2V'r8ttw) + 2J.L,6Bf(Crer - c:r(D2ber) 

+(D2b)2 w), v) - ,6>. (V'r((4H2 - 2K)w), V) + 2J.LBfW = 0 

>',6tr (D3b er) + >.,6 ( 4H2 - 2K)w - b:.rw 

+2J.L,6 «(Crer - c:r(D2b er) + (D2b)2)v, V) + 2J.L,6Bfw = 0 

and clamped boundary conditions on Yo x (0, (0): 

8 
W= -w=er =0 

8v 
(18) 

Proof. We search for the explicit representations of the following Green's
type formulas: 

(19) 

(Ae, e)r = r (Ae, e) df = r SBA( e, e) dY 1 + a( e, e) ir iYl (20) 

where SB(e, e) are expressions containing boundary terms only. We first 
note that the regularity of the weak solutions is high enough to permit 
the necessary integration by parts to derive the strong form. 

Proposition 6 Let r with boundary Y be as previously described and 
assume e E C((O, (0); V) such that 

(21) 
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with the space V defined in (10). Then e E C((O, (0); VI) where 

VI = {e E [H2(r)J2 X H4(r) I er = w = :vW = 0 on Yo} (22) 

and the restriction ofe to the boundary ely E [HI/2(Y)J2 x H 3/2(y). 

Proof. Choose e E [V(r)J3. Then the integrals overY in (19) and (20) 
vanish so that we have 

faT t (M, .. /)tte + Ae, e) dr dt = 0, (23) 

Thus M,,[)tte + Ae = 0 in the sense of distributions. This equality also 
holds in [L2(r)J3, since [v(r)f is dense in [L2(r)J3 and the r integrals 
are continuous with respect to e in the L 2 (r) topology. Next, we consider 
an arbitrary e and integrate (21), giving 

faT t (M,otte + Ae, e) dr dt- faT [ e) dY dt = 0 

(24) 
By the previous step this gives immediately that 

faT [ e) + e) dYl dt = 0 (25) 

for anye E [HI (r)J2 x H2(r). However, for any ely E [HI/2(Y)J 2 x 
H3/2(y) , by surjectivity of the trace map there exists an extension 

E [HI (r)J2 x H2(r) such that = ely. This gives that (25) holds 

true for all ely E [HI/2(Y)J2 x H3/2(y), and thus again by density we 

have that + = 0 in [L2(Y)J3. • 
With respect to the kinetic energy, integration by parts in time fol

lowed by an application of the Green's formula (4) gives that 

(M,otte, e)r = p [(2otter + 21'(D2b)2otter, er)r 

-1'((D2b)Vrottw , er)r + 1'( divr((D2b) otter) , w)r 

+(2ottw - w)r] (26) 

r r ((D2b)otter.v-2Vrottw.v)wdYl Jy! Jy!. 
(27) 

We note that terms involving the principal curvature H coming from 
(4) are zero since both Vrw and D2 ber are tangential vectors. Now we 
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need to integrate each of the thirty-two terms of (13) to derive a strong 
representation of the operator A. Space considerations do not allow us 
to show all of these calculations here, thus we note only the procedure 
followed, especially that with the highest-order terms. The first term 
of (13) will yield the required tangential biharmonic operator in the 
strong form. However, the second term of this equation is also a fourth
order operator, and analogously with the plate case we desire to combine 
the two terms and tr (SrwSrw). The problem here lies in the 
fact that the matrix Dfw is not symmetric and is not equivalent to the 
restriction of the Hessian matrix of the canonical extension wop. In 
fact the two terms differ by a first-derivative correction, as is seen in the 
following identity [6]: Dfw- (D2bVrw) 0 Vb = D2(w op)lr. We use this 
identity and the definitions of the operators Sr and Gr to write that 

+ 4f-J,1' 1r tr ((Srw + Grw)(Srw + Grw))dr = 

21'('x + - 8f-J,I'(D2b Vrw, D2b Vrw)r + 4f-J,1'1r a.t. dr 

where a.t. stands for additional terms. Analogous to the plate case we 
are able to convert the additional term in this equation to an integral over 
the boundary Y by showing that it is the divergence of an appropriate 
vector. In fact the last integral is equivalent to the following: 

4f-J,1' h [Bf,(D2(w 0 p)Ir)Vrw, v - wBf,(D2(w 0 p)Ir)] dY (28) 

where 
-(T0 T) .. A 

(Vr ((T 0 v) .. A) , T) 
(29a) 

(29b) 

with v and T being the normal and tangent vectors to the boundary Y. 
Denoting v = (v!, V2) and T = (-V2' VI) and expanding equations (29) 
shows that the Bf,(D2(wop)lr) and Bf,(D2(wop)lr) in (28) are exactly 
the restriction to r of the standard B I , B2 operators (which appear in 
the modeling of Kirchhoff plates) operating on the canonical extension 
wop (see, e.g., [14], [15]). Integration ofthis term and the others follow 
through explicit use of (4), (6) and (5). For readability we define also 

= BfA + (divr A, v) (29c) 

and the following operator C acting on a matrix A: C(A) = ,X tr (A) I + 
2f-J, A. Finally, we make a change of time variable t --- tJ7(>\;2/-l) in both 

equations and divide both equations by the term 21'('x + 2f-J,). Defining 
j3 = (,X + 2f-J,)-1 gives the final form of the equations. • 
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Theorem 7 (Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions) Let 
r be a bounded open set with boundary T as previously described. Then 
there exists a unique solution e E C((O, 00); V) to the system of equations 
presented in Theorem 4 , with the space V given by (10). 

Proof. The proof follows immediately from the Lumer-Phillips theorem 
once Proposition 3 is established. _ 
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